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ABSTRACT 
 

When people see the world, their eyes perceive brightness (the subjective feeling of 
luminance), not illuminance.  Luminance-based metrics have been increasingly used in lighting 
practices. Unfortunately, traditional spot luminance meters make it very hard if not impossible to 
measure common non-uniform and dynamic luminance distributions, such as those produced by 
daylight.  High Dynamic Range Imaging (HDRI) allows measurement of millions of luminance 
points across a scene within 1-2 minutes.  Aided by affordable HDR photography hardware and 
software, it is possible for lighting professionals to effectively measure spatial and temporal 
luminance distribution of daylit environments in extraordinarily high resolution. 

In the past decade, there has been an increasing use of HDR imaging in daylighting 
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applications.  Unfortunately, there is a lack of IES publications on guiding the application of 
HDR imaging in daylighting practice.  Drs. Hongyi Cai, Konstantinos Papamichael, Mehlika 
Inanici, Liliana Beltran, and Dennis Flores de Souza propose to set up a High Dynamic Range 
Imaging (HDRI) sub-committee under the daylighting committee that will prepare a new IES 
publication titled “Application of High Dynamic Range Imaging in Daylighting Practice”.  This 
new publication may be a Technical Memoranda (TM) on the applications of HDRI for 
measurement and evaluation of luminous environments in daylighting practice. 

The proposed IES publication will address the fundamentals of high dynamic range 
imaging and digital-camera-aided measurement technologies, its use in measuring luminance 
distributions of daylit environments and evaluating daylighting quality.  Moreover, it will cover 
its use on measuring sky luminance distributions for use with daylight simulation software.  This 
new IES publication may cover the following chapters (to be decided).  

 
1. Introduction to high dynamic range imaging (HDRI) in general.  
2. Use of HDRI in different luminous environments, with a focus on the HDRI 

applications in daylighting.  
3. Technical details and measurement protocols of digital-camera-aided 

technologies for measurement of non-uniform and dynamic luminance 
distributions.  

4. Use of HDRI for evaluation of luminance distributions in daylit environments.  
5. Identification of derivative luminance-based metrics for use in daylighting 

design.  
6. Use of HDRI for measuring sky luminance distributions for use with daylight 

simulation software.  
7. Introduction to HDR photogrammetry, which acquires luminance, color, and 

geometry data. 
 
 
1. Background 
 

Light, color and geometry are relevant visual modalities.  When people see the world, 
their eyes function like a camera and acquire concurrent light (brightness), color, and geometry 
data of the scene, which constitute an image interpreted in the brain as vision.  In measurements, 
light, color, and geometry are also closely related.  Key photometric units, such as luminance, 
illuminance, and intensity, deal with surfaces where light emits away, falls upon, passes through, 
or reflects back.  

 
In addition to conventional meters and tools, active and passive remote sensing 

technologies have also been used for measuring the physical characteristics of a 3D object or a 
scene.  Among them, digital photography is the only one that can simulate human vision.  Many 
digital single-lens reflex (DSLR) cameras in today’s market have high-resolution image sensors 
and a wide range of shutter speeds (e.g., 30 sec – 1/8000 sec).  They can take high quality 
photographs at affordable cost.  Digital cameras have been widely used in scientific, industrial, 
and daily applications.  Via computational photography, the pixel coordinates and RGB values 
extracted from the photographic images could be used for recovering higher-level information 
such as geometry, color, material properties, and illumination.  
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Existing computational photography technologies include high dynamic range imaging 

(HDRI), flash & no-flash imaging, coded aperture and coded exposure imaging, light field 
imaging, tone mapping, synthetic aperture photography, specular reflection photography, 
photography under structured illumination, image-based lighting and rendering, 3D modeling, 
motion blur removing, digital photomontage, multi-perspective and panoramic imaging, etc.. 
Among them, only the HDRI can be used as measurement technologies for capturing light and 
color of a scene.  

 
In fact, digital cameras have three advantages for measurements over conventional meters 

and tools.  First, digital cameras have ability to record an entire scene within a short time of 
exposure, including any continuous or discrete surfaces, 3D objects, non-luminous and light-
emitting surfaces, as long as they are visible to the camera lens. [1, 2]  Second, each photographic 
image can acquire millions of data at pixel level, depending on the pixel resolution of the camera 
image sensors (e.g., 18 millions pixels for Canon EOS Rebel T2i).  Third, digital cameras are 
remote sensors, thus, ideal for non-contact, non-destructive measurement or online control. [1]  

 
On the other hand, digital cameras have three drawbacks for color (and thus light) 

measurement.  First, digital cameras need spectral and spatial characterizations to remove or 
mitigate systematic errors, such as readout, thermal and conductive noises; drift in gain and 
balance; saturation of small bright areas; effect of background color; and quantization errors. [1, 3]  
Second, digital cameras are pseudo-colorimeters, lacking high-fidelity color reproduction 
between devices and scenarios. [4-6]  There is a color mismatch called eye-camera metamerism 
between the colors that human eyes actually perceive and those that the camera measures. [5] 
Third, the measurement accuracy depends on the ambient temperature of the camera’s image 
sensor.  It was found that an 8°C change can shift RGB values by 3% in a non-linear fashion. [7] 

Consequently, if operated at constant temperature in a well-controlled environment, a fully 
calibrated digital camera may only have good repeatability of measured RGB values, and be 
“accurately enough” in measurements of color differentials (rather than an absolute color). [8-10] 

 
2. Use of high dynamic range imaging in measurement of luminous environments  
 

Accurate light measurement is the groundwork of lighting quality evaluation and control. 
At each measurement, a light meter reads only the average of dynamic light fallen on its 
photosensor.  A spectrophotometer or a colorimeter measures only a small flat surface (e.g., 2-5 
cm2) with uniform color. [1, 11, 12]  Consequently, the measurement using light meters is a tedious 
point-by-point process with low resolution (number of measured points per surface area), 
incapable to measure common non-uniform surfaces in reality under either static electric lighting 
or varying daylighting.  

 
For decades, lighting professionals have been looking for a quick and practicable method 

for luminance measurement of non-uniform scenes, other than holding a luminance meter on 
hand.  With early efforts of Rea and Jeffrey [13], many researchers deployed CCD/CMOS 
cameras and data fusion techniques in building related applications for acquisition of (a) 
luminance data across non-luminous surfaces, light sources, windows, and the sky, and (b) 
distribution and quantity or spectral information of light flux through building openings 
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calculated via bidirectional scattering (either reflectance or transmittance) distribution function 
(BSDF). [14-16] 

 
For light (luminance) measurement, two types of imaging measurement techniques have 

been used.  The first type uses scientific or customized digital cameras fitted with standard lenses 
or telecentric lenses (to eliminate the parallax of 3D visions).  Early products, such as the 
CapCalc Luminance and Image Analysis System [13], had very low pixel resolutions.  Recent 
products, such as the LMK Video Photometer series (LMK-98-4, LMK HighRes, and LMK 
mobile advanced), can measure luminance at high pixel resolutions (from 1380 × 1030 to 4008 × 
4008 pixels) with accuracy of “∆L < 3% for standard illuminant A”. [17]  The second type is the 
high dynamic range (HDR) photography, which uses consumer grade digital cameras fitted with 
wide-angle or standard lenses to acquires luminance data across a static scene within 1-2 
minutes. [3]  

 
Such high dynamic range (HDR) imaging techniques rely on the recording ability of the 

camera image sensor.  Among the seven types of known HDR imaging techniques [18], the 
Sequential Exposure Change using photography techniques is probably the most affordable and 
widely used one at present time, since no superior yet affordable image sensors is available to 
record common non-uniform scenes in a single shot [19].  This technique uses inexpensive digital 
cameras fitted with wide-angle lens for taking Low Dynamic Range (LDR) photographs with 
sequential exposure values (EVs) to cover the dynamic scene. Low dynamic range (LDR) 
photographs fallen in an appropriate range of RGB values [3] are fused into a raw HDR image. 
Data fusion software, such as Photosphere, hdrgen, Radiance, and Photolux, are then used to fuse 
the LDR photographs into an HDR image embedded with spatial luminance data of the scene [20]. 

 
Due to time lapse between exposures, the HDR photography is ideal for static scenes 

under constant light. [3]  This limitation will no longer exist with the emergence of superb image 
sensors with dynamic range >1,000,000:1 for capturing a high dynamic scene using a single 
shot.[18]  Being a quick and reliable tool [21], the HDR photography technique can also be used for 
daylit scenes facing overcast or blue sky, or the sun in clear sky, which are assumed stable if the 
camera shooting time is very short (e.g., less than one minute).  

 
The HDR photography has proven errors 1.5% -10.1% for luminance mapping gray, 

black, color, and light-emitting surfaces. [3, 21]  Many researchers and lighting professionals have 
used HDR imaging techniques for luminance measurement of different types of luminous 
environments, including daylight scenes.  
 
3. Technical details and measurement protocols of digital-camera-aided technologies for 
measurement of non-uniform and dynamic luminance distributions  
 

To use the camera-aided imaging technology to take a measurement of non-uniform and 
dynamic luminance values across a scene, there are some measurement protocols to follow with 
technical details, which varies with different applications.  The following is a description of a 
general process involved in capturing HDR images of common electrically lit or daylit scenarios 
and the subsequent data processing. 
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First, the camera is mounted on a tripod at the scene.  Luminance measurement is very 
much depending on the viewing direction of the camera lens.  The camera location may be any 
typical viewpoint of the space occupants.  Predefined optimal settings of the camera and lens are 
used in the photographing with the least errors.  With the right lens (e.g., wide-angle, fisheye, or 
standard lens), the camera’s field of view shall cover all interested target points in the 
environment.  In addition, a reference object with diffusive surface, such as X-Rite 18% gray 
checker, is mounted in front of the camera for photometric calibration.  Illuminance and 
luminance meters are also needed for photometric calibrations.  A laptop computer is connected 
to the camera for remote control. 

 
To keep optical properties consistent for noise reduction, desirably the camera location 

and lens’ aperture and focal length are fixed at a single trial, while only camera shutter speed is 
changed to obtain different exposures [19, 21].  Of course, at different trials, focal lengths and 
apertures may be different for optimal field of view (FOV) and visual depth of field (DOF), 
which co-varies with the shooting distance [22].  To minimize errors, optimal aperture sizes of the 
camera and lens for good photographing are used in the field measurement. 

 
Aperture and shutter speed are controlled either manually or via computer program, such 

as DSLR remote pro [23], DigiSnap [24], and HDRcapOSX [14].  Computer control is recommended 
for better manipulation of sequential exposures within shorter time and avoidance of shaking 
camera.  

 
Raw LDR photographs contain unwanted voltage bias (readout noise), dark current 

(thermal noise, ambient temperature dependent), and conductive noise due to non-uniform (< 
1%) quantum efficiency of photosites, all affected by the sensitivity ISO [25-27].  There is also 
fixed-pattern noise caused by hot, stuck, and dead pixels, which are often eliminated by in-
camera pixel mapping software, and light trespass from the side of the camera [28].  All these 
types of noise should be filtered by using either in-camera proprietary processing software or 
other post-photography professional software such as Photoshop CS4 (with plug-in Camera 
Raw).  

 
The lens, especially wide-angle zoom lens and fisheye lens commonly used in buildings 

related applications, is never a perfect image formatting system, full of aberrations such as (a) 
light falling off due to cos4θ effect (usually corrected in factory) and vignetting effect, (b) light 
diffraction, (c) light scattering in the lens, or lens flare, both referred as the point spread function 
(PSF) [21], (d) chromatic aberration (CA), and (e) radial distortion of lens.  

 
Range of sequential exposure values (EVs) also affects the quality of HDR images.  An 

ideal number of R/F (R is the range of high dynamic scene, F is the working range of each LDR 
photograph) is necessary for fusing an HDR image with high quality [29].  However, due to 
limitations of hardware (e.g., cameras, lens, displays) and software (e.g., Photosphere, hdrgen, 
Radiance), an optimal number of EVs, which depends upon the high dynamic range of different 
scenes, may be of great interests to researchers for reducing camera shooting time and post-
process labor. Jacobs recommended a practical criterion [20], later revised by Cai and Chung [30], 
to determine an optimal number of EVs — for LDR photographs with the lightest exposure the 
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minimum RGB is closest to and larger than 20; for the darkest exposure, the maximum RGB is 
closest to and smaller than 200.  

 
The quality of raw HDR images could also be improved with post-photography 

calibrations, including response curve calibration, photometric calibration, and photogrammetric 
calibration [24].  Camera response curves regressed by the data fusion software could be 
optimized by using at least two but ideally 3-4 LDR photographs [19, 29].  Photometric calibration 
is necessary for luminance acquisition.  First, correction of the vignetting effect of the camera 
lens.  The vignetting effect of a lens refers to the light drop-off in the periphery.  Vignetting 
curves are obtained for compensating the light loss at the peripheral.  Following the vignetting 
correction, physical calibration of several image reference points in the test scene is used to 
alleviate those random noises [28].  The measured luminance (Lmeasured) by using a luminance 
meter is compared to that (LHDR) retrieved from the HDR image. Calibration factors (CF = 
Lmeasured / LHDR) [20] are then used for calibrating the HDR images, either locally or globally.  The 
physical calibration was proven useful based on focused discrete small greyscale diffusive 
targets [21, 31, 32].  Photogrammetric calibration is necessary only when the 3D coordinates of an 
interested point (e.g., on a light source) in the test scene are demanded along with its luminance 
value for glare evaluation. 

 
Each scenario is recorded by capturing multiple (e.g., 18) low dynamic range (LDR) 

photographs via sequential exposures at an optimal constant aperture size.  Right before the 
photographing, a Chroma meter Minolta CL-200A is used to measure the correlated color 
temperature (CCT) and vertical illuminance of light at the lens of the camera.  The CCT is used 
for custom white balancing of the camera. The vertical illuminance is used for control of the 
HDR imaging.  During the photographing, simultaneous luminance measurement of the 
reference X-Rite 18% grey check is recorded using the Minolta LS-100 for photometric 
calibrations of the raw HDR images.  

 
Next, an appropriate range of the LDR photographs of each test scenario are fused into a 

raw HDR images using a free computer program, e.g., Photosphere. The boundary conditions in 
the selection criteria are a minimum RGB value of 20 for the LDR photographs with the lowest 
exposure and a maximum RGB value of 200 for the LDR photographs with the highest exposure 
[3].  With the raw HDR images, two types of calibrations are conducted following the methods 
developed by Cai [3].  First, vignetting correction to account for the light drop-off in the periphery 
created by the lens.  Then, the meter-measured luminance (Lmeter) of the X-Rite 18% grey 
checker is compared to the luminance extracted from the raw HDR image (LHDR) to obtain a 
calibration factor (CF = Lmeter / LHDR).  The CF value, which is specific to each scenario, is then 
used for calibrating the raw HDR images globally.  

 
After both calibrations are conducted for the raw HDR images, the calibrated HDR 

images are viewed in a software program, e.g., photosphere or Radiance, which are ready for 
direct measurement of luminance per pixel by clicking on the image or selecting an interested 
area.  The next step is extraction of luminance data from the calibrated HDR images.  The HDR 
image can be converted into a text file for future data treatment.  Of every single pixel, the 
luminance and pixel location Ppix (xpix, zpix) are extracted from the calibrated HDR images in 
Radiance, using the command “pvalue” (pvalue -o -h -b $HDR > L_$HDR.txt).  The output text 
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file encloses per-pixel luminance values across the scene in a data format of {xpix, zpix, 
luminance}.  
 
4. Use of HDRI for evaluation of luminance distributions in daylit environments.  
 

In the past decades, the HDR imaging technology has been increasingly used in 
daylighting applications.  Most of those applications are for acquisition of non-uniform 
luminance distributions in daylit environments. The results are used for lighting quality analysis, 
e.g., glare evaluation using DGP plotted in software programs such as Evalglare and Daysim.  

 
Aided by the HDR photography, it is possible to effectively measure the spatial and 

temporal non-uniform luminance distribution of luminous environments.  For example, the HDR 
images were used for prediction of visual comfort of interior and exterior shading systems for 
commercial buildings [33], derivation of a new daylight glare prediction model [34], and 
investigation of several luminance-based daylight metrics, including Unified Glare Rating 
(UGR) (UGRne), Luminance Variation, Ceiling Variation, Back Wall Brightness, Window 
Contrast, Directionality, and Luminance Daylight Factor, for quantifying the discomfort glare 
metric specific to daylight. [35]  In particular, the HDR photography can effectively facilitate the 
measurement of luminance gradient for mapping the rate and polarity of luminance changes over 
a large surface or across an entire field of view in extraordinarily high resolution and also 
frequently over time (e.g., every five minutes, hourly, etc.). 

 
In addition, the HDR imaging technology has also been used for identification of 

derivative luminance-based metrics for use in daylighting design.  For example, Cai recently 
published a paper [36] that introduced luminance gradient as a new index for lighting evaluation 
in line with human vision.  Luminance gradient is defined as the largest change rate and its 
polarity of spatial luminance variation on a large surface or across the entire field of view in high 
resolution.  This study developed a practical measurement method of luminance gradient with 
the high dynamic range photography, and a MatLab code 
(http://people.ku.edu/~h717c996/research.html) for its visualization. This study then conducted 
five case studies to demonstrate the generation and use of luminance gradient maps for lighting 
evaluation. Moreover, this study explored whether luminance gradient could also be obtained 
from computer simulation in lighting software programs AGI32 and HeliosPro.  Yet the 
simulation results were not comparable to those measured in the field. 
 
5. Use of HDRI for measuring sky luminance distributions 
 

Moreover, the HDR imaging technology has been used for measuring sky luminance 
distributions for use with daylight simulation software.  Although the technology is still not 
matured but research is ongoing, e.g., by Cai and his group at the University of Kansas.   
 

Daylight availability varies both temporally and spatially, depending on the locale, time 
of a day, date of a year, weather, geography, ground vegetation, etc.  Therefore, measurement of 
the inherently climate-dependent daylight should be conducted in real time, locally, over a long 
period.  Daylight datasets captured at one location are useful only locally, e.g., within 50 km. [37] 
Given different seasonal patterns in daylight availability, at least an entire year is needed to fully 
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capture all of the naturally occurring variation of daylight at a locale.  Considering the inter-
annual variability, a minimum of 30 years is necessary to obtain a relatively precise picture of 
long-term daylight on a climatological scale. [37]  In 1991, the Commission Internationale de 
l'Eclairage (CIE) launched the International Daylight Measurement Program (IDMP) to set up a 
total of 44 daylight measurement stations throughout the world. [38]  Two IDMP stations in the 
United States are located in Albany, NY and Ann Arbor, MI.  Unfortunately, the majority of the 
IDMP stations are no longer functional today.  Nonetheless, wide varieties of applications are in 
prompt need of climate-based long-term daylight datasets for daylight harvesting and solar 
energy gain.  Thus, there is a need responding to the growing demand of climate-based daylight 
measurement for high-accuracy daylight and solar resource data with uncertainties significantly 
lower than those of existing meteorological datasets.  

 
Those CIE IDMP stations use sky scanners for measuring the luminance of the sky. 

However, they cannot be used to directly measure the sun, whose luminance (1.6 × 109 cd/m2 at 
noon) is way above the upper limit of their measurement ranges (e.g., max. 65,000 cd/m2 for a 
Krochmann sky scanner and 55,000 cd/m2 for an EKO sky scanner). [39]  The sky scanners are 
very expensive equipment (quoted $45,000 in 2011).  Their acceptance angle is approximately 
11°, with a low measurement resolution.  The sky scanners are used for measuring Tregenza’s 
145 patches of the sky, which cover approximately 68% of the celestial hemisphere (almost 1/3 
of the sky is not measured). [40-42]  The sky scanners scan the 145 patches of the sky dome 
sequentially according to the pattern recommended by the CIE [43], which takes about 25 s if 
using a PRC Krochmann sky scanner [44] or 4 minutes if using an EKO sky scanner [45] to 
complete.  The sky scanners use an automatic shutter to block the sun to protect the imaging 
sensor. [46] As a result, the luminance value of the excluded sky patch where the solar disc is 
located needs an interpolation from neighboring patches, which is always underestimated. [47]  

 
The high dynamic range (HDR) photography has recently been used for luminance 

mapping the celestial hemisphere.  Stumpfel et al. [48] used a single Canon EOS 1DS fitted with a 
Sigma 8mm F3.5 EX DG circular fisheye lens to capture the luminance of both the sky and the 
sun.  Stumpfel et al. used a combination of varying shutter speeds (1-1/8000 s), apertures (f/4, 
f/16), and a Kodak Wratten 3.0 Neutral Density filter to attenuate light intensity arriving at the 
imaging sensor of the camera.  Depending on the sky types, 3-7 low dynamic range (LDR) 
photographs in a span of 17 stops were taken for generating an HDR image of both the sky and 
the sun within 40 seconds.  Likewise, Inanici [49] used a Canon EOS 5D fitted with a Sigma 8 
mm F3.5 EX DG circular fisheye lens to photograph the sky dome via sequential exposures 
between 15 s and 1/8000 s under intermediate and clear skies.  For capturing the heavily cloudy 
sky, which is rapidly varying, the least number of LDR photographs were taken. [50]  The so 
acquired HDR images embedded with the luminance of the celestial hemisphere cover many 
factors not addressed in the 15 CIE standard general sky models [51], such as the spectral 
variations in the sky dome, the ground reflectance, the turbidity of the atmosphere, etc.. 

 
The aforementioned measurement technologies have four drawbacks, as follows. First, 

the sky scanners cannot measure the varying climate-based HDR daylight in high resolution, due 
to the limited number of measurement points and the narrow measurement range (0-104 cd/m2). 
Second, Stumpfel et al.’s method is not fast enough to capture the moving clouds on windy days 
without motion artifacts, which blur the image quality and thus lower the accuracy of the sky 
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luminance mapping. [48]  The use of different aperture sizes (e.g., f/4.0 and f/16) on the same 
camera for sequential exposures also disagrees with previous findings that a fixed aperture size 
has the least error. [3, 21]  Third, the HDR images are not used as a direct input of climate-based 
daylight datasets in applications for daylight harvesting and solar energy gain.  Also, to predict 
climate-based daylight at a single moment of a day, interpolations might be necessary using 
multiple HDR images obtained at a, e.g., 15-minute interval from sunrise to sunset. [52]  Fourth, 
in addition to luminance, the aforementioned technologies could not measure the geometrical 
data of every single sky patch / measurement point (e.g., XYZ coordinates, size, azimuth and 
altitude angles, etc.), which is critical for climate-based daylight modeling. 
 
6.  Introduction to HDR photogrammetry, which acquires synchronous luminance, color, 
and geometry data. 
 

Conventional measurements of light (in photometry), color, and geometry use meters and 
tools. Minolta LS-100, Minolta T-10, and Minolta CL-200A are popular light meters. For 
measuring color, bench top spectrophotometers (e.g., Minolta CM-3700D) and portable 
colorimeters (e.g., Minolta CR-400, Minolta CL-500A) are used. Results are converted to 
device-independent CIEXYZ or CIELAB. [4, 11]  Rulers, tapes, wheel rolls, calipers, micrometers, 
laser distance meters, and laser rangefinders are used to measure distances, while protractors and 
magnetic angle locators are used for measuring angles. Although meters and tools have proven 
accuracy, they are separately used, cannot measure concurrent light, color and geometry data 
with the same device.  
 

Cai and his group are conducting research on camera-aided HDR photogrammetry. Cai’s 
previous research [53] developed the high dynamic range photogrammetry for synchronous 
acquisition of luminance of targets across a scene and their three dimensional coordinates XYZ 
in the field. The high dynamic range photogrammetry deploys a single digital camera. A Canon 
Rebel T2i fitted with four Sigma lenses was used and calibrated in a laboratory. 
Photogrammetric coordinates, transformation equations, two lens radial distortion models, a 3D 
angular measurement tripod head mounted on a portable platform, and a measurement protocol 
were developed. The high dynamic range photogrammetry was validated in a laboratory 
experiment. The average errors of 1.8% – 6.2% for luminance mapping seven grey checkers and 
12.9 – 24.3 mm for measuring their XYZ coordinates are deemed acceptable in practice. The 
high dynamic range photogrammetry would supplement light and geometry measurement and 
stimulate many applications. Cai is conducting research on the second generation of HDR 
photogrammetry which enables portable photographing at multiple locations for flexibility and 
higher geometric measurement accuracy.  
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